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Figure 1: Example results for the AZee expression presented. the first two poses are snapshots of TOPIC and INFO, while the
following represent the intermediate pose and the evaluated motion curves

ABSTRACT
Generating realistic Sign Language using signing avatars is a chal-
lenging task that typically involves synthesis using either proce-
dural or pre-animated techniques like motion capture or artistic
editing of signs. However, combining these two approaches is dif-
ficult. In this work, we propose a novel method for generating
intermediate poses in a multi-track representation of a sign lan-
guage discourse. The proposed method uses procedural generation
with artistic techniques to prioritize certain aspects of the generated
poses while sacrificing others to improve the overall consistency
of the representation. The system is implemented as an add-on in
Blender, an open-source 3D toolkit.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Procedural animation; • Motion processing;
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1 INTRODUCTION
The field of simulating realistic Sign Language using signing avatars
has been a topic of growing interest in recent years. Procedural
generation techniques are commonly used on a skeletal represen-
tation[Kipp et al. 2011] of the avatar to provide broad coverage
of synthesized signs, while artistic and motion capture techniques
are employed to achieve a more natural coverage of signs, albeit
providing a smaller coverage. While both techniques have shown
promising results individually, their combination requires careful
tuning to produce accurate and realistic sign language generation.

Existing works for Sign Language synthesis use AZee[Filhol et al.
2014] - a model which facilitates writing expressions to represent
Sign Language discourses and determine the forms to be articulated
on a multi-track timeline which automatically maps directly to a
non-linear editor[Sharma and Filhol 2022][Dauriac et al. 2022].
In this work, we propose a novel method to effectively generate
intermediate blocks which contain interpolation information. To
do this, we filter the most important components of the poses in the
multi-track representation and generate intermediate poses which
preserve these components while allowing for some deviation for
naturalness. The algorithm is based on the use of artistically created
motion templates. This allows us to generate motion curves that
look more natural and accurately reflect the intended meaning of
the respective track while also preserving the original constraints.

2 OVERVIEW
Filhol et al.[Filhol et al. 2017] proposed a fundamental guiding
principle for animating AZee, according to which the coarser the
basic animation blocks, the more natural the final animation. To
understand this better, let’s consider the following AZee expression
representing signed utterance meaning "A cat is cute" or "Cats are
cute".
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:info-about
'topic
:cat
'info
:cute

Evaluating this expression with the AZee interpreter generates
a recursive representation of blocks to be animated.

2.1 Block Generation
We match each block with a motion template during generation. A
block placed on the timeline can either be a pre-animated block with
re-targeted animation data (for this example, let’s assume "cat") or a
minimally constrained block with several constraints to be satisfied
on the avatar posture(example "cute").

Thus, figure 2 represents the corresponding block structure for
the above expression. The blocks can be summarized as follows:

• TOPIC: Re-targeted sign for "cat".
• INFO: Contains more blocks with posture constraints for the
sign "cute" such as HAND_PLACE_TRILL.INFO for placing
the hand and trilling it on an axis and HAND_CONFIG.INFO
for creating hand configuration.

• HOLD1: Constraints to hold the ending of the sign "cat".
• HOLD2: Constraints to hold the ending of the sign "cute".
• BLINK: Constraints for eye-blink.

Figure 2: Blocks generated from the exampleAZee expression

A coarser animation block such as TOPIC will generate more
natural animation than INFO which is a composite block made up
of HAND_PLACE_TRILL.INFO and HAND_CONFIG.INFO.

2.2 Intermediate Block Generation
After baking these minimally constrained and pre-animated blocks
on the timeline, intermediate blocks are generated between pairs of
blocks by mapping the f-curves to each other, as shown in figure 3.
The resultant f-curves are evaluated based on the motion template.

Figure 3: Intermediate blocks generated for blocks of TOPIC
and INFO

2.3 Motion Template
A motion template informs how the f-curves in the intermediate
blocks should be baked for pairs of blocks. Given a set of blocks
𝐵 = 𝐵1, 𝐵2, ..., 𝐵𝑛 representing either poses or motions on a multi-
track timeline, the motion template is used to generate f-curves
inside the intermediate blocks that represent the interpolation be-
tween any two blocks 𝐵𝑖 and 𝐵 𝑗 , where 1 ≤ 𝑖 < 𝑗 ≤ 𝑛. This can be
achieved using a function 𝑓 (𝐵𝑖 , 𝐵 𝑗 ) that accepts two input blocks
and generates an intermediate block between them. The function
can be implemented using various interpolation techniques, such
as linear, spline, etcetera. The specific choice of interpolation tech-
nique depends on the artist.

3 IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
Our synthesis model is implemented in Blender as an add-on. We
also have a library of re-targeted signs for synthesizing our pre-
animated blocks as well as skeletal and facial[Ekman and Friesen
1978] morphs, which are used along with an IK solver for synthe-
sizing the minimally constrained blocks.

We extend this synthesis model by adding motion templates and
extend our algorithm by adding template checks for these motion
templates. Figure 1 shows intermediate motion curves for the above
example.

In future, we aim to improve our synthesis model by addressing
the following areas:

• Improvements in the avatar model using SMPL [Loper et al.
2015] avatars and FLAME [Li et al. 2017] facial model.

• Creation of motion templates from motion capture.
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